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Writing gives you intellectual strength for the sake of
the realization of cultured bilingualism
Toshiyuki Namai

It is true that you inevitably face your impossibility to improve your English reasonably,
if you just listen to your instructor’s English easily and don’t do anything else after
listening to it.
Regrettably, you will forget most of the things you listened to without writing anything
in your notebook. Eventually, you forget all of the things through such experience.
Essentially speaking, “writing is powerful.” It means writing gives you some sort of
intellectual strength in order to realize your cultured bilingualism.
It is very crucial to write down all of the details you experience in the lesson. Obviously,
it would be a meaningless study out of your self-satisfaction, if you just listen to English
comfortably without writing anything in your notebook. You cannot make sense to study,
if you don’t write anything. This means that you just waste your time limited in vain, if
you don’t have any writing activity in your learning.
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On the other hand, it would be “surely possible” to dramatically improve your English
by the following way of the study.
At first, you write what your instructor rationally speaks through taking dictation and
systematically summarize those matters you already wrote in your notebook. If you
ardently do it, your notebook would be what is called “hand-made intellect” newly
produced by your own hand and precious perspiration.
“How you enthusiastically make an effort” is commensurable to “how you ameliorate
your ability inch by inch.” This is “truism” many people in the world believe as a matter
of the importance of the “virtue of industry.”
I Toshiyuki Namai tell you that all of the words, phrases and expressions I deliberately
speak in the lesson are derived from my rationality and professional career in the world.
I’d like you to relish biting a lot of words, phrases and expressions lusciously in the
lesson in order to build the primary stage of your culture. There is no other effective
way to profoundly learn and master English language. This is the best of the best in
leaning for the students I love in my heart.
Everything hinges upon your effort. I’d like you to go forth smoothly without hesitation
for your intellectual and rational sake now and in the future.
Writing is powerful. Writing is powerful for you to have strong impression in your heart.
Strong impression is such impression “unforgettable.”
Moreover, to write so many matters out of various fields spoken by me you experience in
the lessons upon the spot is not just for making your “hand-made intellect” itself. It
shall be a very meaningful activity to make your future, too. Through writing those
matters you learned (experienced) in the lessons, you surely have strong and
unforgettable impression in your heart. Continuous learning experience of this can be a
surefire way to develop the foundation of knowledge and the primary stage of culture. It
means that you have such great opportunity to build your culture for the sake of your
successful future.
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Constructively speaking, you are writing not only for learning English language but
also for building your culture as well.
You future has not been written yet. Therefore, I hope you radiantly continue writing in
the notebook for reviewing the lessons “in order to write (make) your future” which is
not written yet.
Nobody writes your future for your sake. You are a person who writes your future. You
are guided to write anything you need for the sake of your culture in future.
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